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Abstract
Super-Multistory houses are suggested as the alternative of future urban living measures in terms of
possible efficient and comfortable use of limited urban space. However, due to its characteristic dependence
on limited technical elements in majority, as a paradoxical opinion, consideration of humanistic living
environment is necessarily required. While, assessment on suitability of local super-multistory houses as a
living space is practically insufficient due to short history of them. Therefore, it was intended in this study to
deduct the elements that may be applied in planning in future through assessment of post occupancy
evaluation of living environment on construction plan, operation, and management of Tower Palace I that
activated super-multistory houses and through comparative analysis of this assessment with intention of plan.
Keywords : Super-Multistory houses, living environment, POE, satisfaction levels, operation/management

1. Scope
1.1 Background and Purpose of Study
Construction of low-rise apartments was adopted as
the measures to resolve housing shortage caused by
increased households due to cityward tendency of
population and nuclear families with economic growth
since 1960. Since the appearance of multistory houses
of fourteen or more stories since late in 1970’s,
apartments became the representative living type in
Korean society. However, supplier-focused house
market and various systemic limitations resulted in
development of apartment in uniform and fixed style.
Also, problems were established due to insufficient
sites for housing and soaring of site prices with
development of urbanization, and traditional
apartments, as constructions, are faced on limitation to
satisfy desire of residence for a fresh living
environment suitable to urbanization.
With this change in situation, super-multistory
houses were appeared as a new living type with higher
integration and efficiency of urban space since late in
1990’s. In addition, the merit of convenience, security,
and view of complex facility, which are the characters
of super-multistory houses, was prominent and
super-multistory houses are gradually being
positioned as an appropriate living type in the
downtown. However, super-multistory houses
provides with a living environment that is different
from general housings, thus, should be planned in
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different methods. As the history of tower-type
super-multistory houses is short in out society, studies
on super-multistory buildings were focused on office
work function and residents’ assessment on
appropriateness of planned facilities is insufficient.
Due to these characters, convenience is not provided
to users as much as designer intended and new
requirement is not appropriately accepted.
Therefore, this study was carried out focused on the
elements that may be reflected at designing process
through recognition of satisfaction levels of residents
to living environment and through comparison of
these levels with designer’s intention of plan and
analysis. By recognizing requirements of residents
living in super-multistory houses through these
processes, the information on space that is useful in
planning in future may be deducted.
1.2 Subjects and Contents of the Study
This study was carried out based on the contents of
questionnaires to residents of Tower Palace I in
Dogok-dong, Seoul. Intention of plan focused on
construction plan, such as community facilities, traffic
line
plan,
and
parking
plan,
and
operation/management, such as security and operation
expense, were compared with requirements from
residents and analyzed. And elements that may by
applied in planning in future were deducted.

2. Intention of Construction Plan
2.1 Concept of Plan
External view was provided through materialization
of super-multistory lining spaces that actively utilize
vertical spaces with concentration of technological
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power on the concept of traditional housing. Also, it
was intended to provide with human-oriented new
high-grade living spaces through complete separation
of footways and carriageways, providing with green
zones, and expansion of community facilities.
2.2 Construction Plan
2.2.1 Traffic Lines and Landscape Plan
Vehicles of residents were to enter or exit through
north and west sides in majority and separate traffic
lines were provided for service vehicles. An entrance
disposal trucks was located at Yangjaecheon side for
separation of each traffic line. West entrance was
planned to be closed during 22:00-06:00 in
consideration of security. Walkers were to use west
and front entrances and walkers’ traffic line that is
connected to Dogok station was connected to
exclusive walkers’ deck on the second floor which
was provided with green zones through main entrance
ramp on the first floor.
The green zones, 22.77% of total site, were
planned with plating with four-season feelings and
connected from ground to deck. Sky garden was
planned so as to feel country space in the urban with
maintenance of veins of urban system.

Fig. 3. Landscape plan

2.2.2 Community Facilities
Sport facilities such as golf range and swimming
pool ware arranged in shopping houses for athletic
activities and guide counters and lounges etc. were
arranged on the first floors of each building to apply a
service concept that is similar to hotel lobby. Spaces
for various banquet and hobby activities and residents’
self-administration facilities were arranged on mid
floors of each building. Humanistic living
environment was planned through inducement of
contact by residents so as to provide with safety of
housing and establish relationship among neighbors
with mutual exchange among and leisure activities by
residents like this.
Table 1. Community facilities (Based on #2 building)
Items
Contents
Scales
Conference
room

Brief meeting, simple work, and
learning for residents of each BLDG

20~30
persons

Club house

Social fellowship space
for brief meeting

20~30
persons

House delivery
and
mail room

Assurance of privacy and security
of individuals at the main entrance
on the first floor

-

Wash room

Washing of laundry
that is impossible to wash at home

-

Guest room

Lodging space for visitors

2 rooms

Banquet room

Space for events and seminars by
neighbors

30~40
persons

Game room

Installment of billiard tables and dart
game apparatus for leisure and hobby
activities

10~15
persons

Fig. 1. 1st Traffic plan

Teaching space for youths,
20~25
Reading room entrance/exit management by security
persons
system
30~40
Baby room
Nursery of 3-5 years babies
persons

Fig. 2. 2nd Deck plan
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Dry health

For viewing and feeling on mid floor

198 m2

Karaoke room
A/v room

Image culture life with projector and
100-inch screen

46 m2

Lobby &
lounge

Waiting by and reception of visitors
and providing with hotel-grade service

300
m2

Fig 7. Parking, entrance/exit, and
Fig. 7. Parking, entrance/exit, and traffic lines

Fig. 4. 1st Community plan

Average 2.57 vehicles were calculated for each
house with total capacity for 3,366 vehicles at
apartment houses to provide with the convenience of
high-grade housings.
Table 2. Numbers of planned parking vehicles by facility
Apt
Working
Sales
Neighborhood
Items
Total
houses facilities facilities life facilities
# parking
3,336
323
34
2
3,695
vehicles
Table 3. Numbers of planned parking vehicles by building
Items
# planned vehicles
(# vehicles/house)

Fig. 5. 2nd plan

Bldg.A Bldg.B Bldg.C Bldg.D Total
896
(2.38)

1003
(2.51)

889
(2.52)

548
(3.26)

3,336
(2.57)

2.3 Operation/Management
2.3.1 Security
Residents are to use issued card keys in
entrance/exit and visiting and service traffic lines
should necessarily pass the lobby to be identified for
identity at guide desk. Safety is assured against
invaders through separation of entrance/exit traffic
lines by system and final control of visitors by
security personnel(s). In case of entrance/exit of
vehicles, stepwise control system was planned through
initiation of control at entrance of parking lot, CCTV
monitoring, and fingerprint identification machines by
house for entrance into each house.

Fig. 6. Plane of mid floor

2.2.3 Parking Plan
Territories were settled for demand from each
building and entrance/exit was induced through
exclusive ramp.

Fig. 8. Security system
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buildings, and one 42-story building, in total four
buildings, and was an important building to motivate
construction of super-multistory houses after that time
Table 4. Summary of construction
Item
Contents
Purpose
House-store complex building
Fig 9. Entrance/exit processes of residents/visitors

Fig. 10. Entrance/exit processes of service traffic lines

2.3.2 Maintenance
Heat efficiency was maximized with adoption of
high-efficiency safety system and management cost
could be minimized with adoption of the system that
might minimize heat loss and be maintained at low
cost. Disposals were to be treated in the clean rooms
on each floor for clean and sanitary living life. In
addition, fresh interior environment might be
maintained with ventilation facility adjustable by
house and privacy might be assured with settlement of
55dB or higher soundproof standard.

Location

Dogok-dong Gangnam-gu Seoul

Total site

33,696.1sm

Building site

16,822.8sm

Floor area

457,994.322sm

Structure
Building
coverage ratio

steel framed reinforced concrete
49.93%

Floor area ratio

919.65%

# story

Underground 5 stories, two 59-story buildings,
one 66-story building, and one 42-story building

Maximum
height
Ratio of
housings
Construction of
housings

233.9m
89.3%
1,279 apartment houses and 202 officetel’s

3.2 General Characteristics of Houses
Average size of a family was found to be 4.2 in 1,384
resident houses. Average size of a family was 3.66 in D
building and 4.32, 4.41, and 4.38 in A, B, and C
buildings, respectively. In consideration that unit plane
of 3DLK type are 1267 houses, 84.9% of 1,499 houses,
in terms of average size of family, plane construction
may be evaluated to be appropriate. But in
consideration of 162 houses of 4LDK type although the
number of houses with five or more family sizes are
474 houses, plane is considered to be fixed in
comparison to variety of family organization. Therefore,
variable planes should be planned for flexible change of
numbers rooms based on 3LDK ~ 4LDK type planes.
Table 5. Situation of family size by building : family (%)
Family size Bldg.A Bldg.B Bldg.C Bldg.D
Total
1 person
2 persons

4(1.2)
13(3.8)

2(0.5)
15(4.1)

3(0.9)
6(1.8)

11(3.2) 20(1.4)
50(14.7) 84(6.1)

3 persons
4 persons

45(13.0) 38(10.3) 39(11.9) 66(19.3) 188(13.6)
142(41.2) 166(45.0) 160(48.6) 150(44.0) 618(44.6)

Fig. 11. Operation system of clean rooms

5 persons
6 persons

99(28.6) 92(24.9) 74(22.5) 47(13.8) 312(22.5)
34(9.9) 38(10.3) 35(10.7) 13(3.8) 120(8.7)

3. Characters of Housings for Survey

7 persons
8 persons

5(1.4)
3(0.9)

14(3.8)
4(1.1)

7(2.1)
5(1.5)

4(1.2)
0

30(2.2)
12(0.9)

Total

345

369

329

341

1384

Average

4.32

4.41

4.38

3.66

4.20

3.1 General Particulars of Housings
Tower Palace I at Dogog-dong Gananam-gu was
selected as the subject place for survey. Tower Palace
is super-multistory houses planned for the purpose of
highest-grade housing construction as the measures of
construction boost in IMF exchange crisis in 1998,
with relax of house-store ratio from 7:3 to 9:1. It was
the first housing building higher than 50 stories and is
consisted of one 66-story building, two 59-story
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Age distribution of residents was highest in 40’s and
50’s and mean age was early in 40’s. In case of D
building that is consisted of 116m2 or 166 m2 of small
planes, the order of shares by age group was 30’s, 40’s,
and 20’s. In contrast, in case of A, B, and C buildings,

which are consisted of 189 m2, 227 m2, 240 m2, or 337
m2 of large planes, the order of shares by age group of
residents was 50’s, 40’s, and 20’s. The reason that
shares of 40’s and 50’s were relatively high was
because these age groups had the economic power that
meet the high-grade housing space realization. That is,
subjects for resident of downtown high-grade housing
facilities are 40’s and 50’s, thus, a planned
consideration would be needed for these age groups.
Also, facilities for 60’s or older persons would be
considered when it is considered that the share of 60’s
or older residents was 13.3% that is higher than country
mean, 12%, and the share of 50’s, 19.3%, was higher
by app. 10% than country mean, 9.7%.
Table 6. Situation of age by building : persons(%)
Age
Bldg.A Bldg.B Bldg.C Bldg.D

Total

0 - 3 age

8(0.6)

3(0.2)

2(0.2)

11(1.0)

24(0.5)

4 - 7 age

27(2.0)

25(1.7)

17(1.3)

41(3.6)

110(2.1)

8-12 age

66(4.9)

76(5.1)

61(4.6)

59(5.1)

262(4.9)

13-16 age 47(3.5)

59(3.9)

46(3.5)

36(3.1)

188(3.5)

17-19 age 59(4.4)

61(4.1)

58(4.4)

39(3.4)

217(4.1)

20-29 age 246(18.3) 287(19.1) 274(20.7) 172(14.8) 979(18.4)
30-39 age 177(13.2) 189(12.5) 159(12.1) 264(22.9) 789(14.8)
40-49 age 260(19.3) 273(18.2) 242(18.4) 243(21.1) 1,018(19.1)
50-59 age 268(19.9) 318(21.1) 281(21.3) 158(13.6) 1,025(19.3)
60-69 age 130(9.7) 135(9.0) 117(8.9)

84(7.3)

466(8.8)

70-79 age 42(3.1)

55(3.7)

47(3.6)

34(2.9)

178(3.3)

80-89 age 14(1.0)

16(1.1)

12(0.9)

11(1.0)

53(1.0)

90-99 age

1(0.1)

4(0.3)

1(0.1)

2(0.2)

8(0.2)

Total

1,345

1,501

1,317

1,154

5,317

Total number of vehicles was 2,571 and mean
number of vehicles was 1.86 per house. Large housing
areas of A, B, and C buildings showed possession of
more vehicles.
Table 7. Vehicle possession by building
Item
Bldg.A Bldg.B Bldg.C Bldg.D

Total

Vehicle possession

686

745

684

456

2,571

Average

1.82

1.87

1.94

1.23

1.86

4. Comparison and analysis of intention of
plan and survey result
4.1 General assessment
Although 83% expressed satisfaction in general
satisfaction assessment of Tower Palace I, satisfaction
in facility and A/S and satisfaction in general
management were found to be 68% and 73%,
respectively. This result means that super-multistory
buildings as housings are not negative to residents and
considered to place as an urban housing type that may
give higher satisfaction to residents through
supplementation of facilities and improvement of

service quality with accumulation of POE and related
data.
Table 8. Overall satisfaction level: persons (%)
Highly Almost
Highly
ResponDissatisItem
satis- satis- Common
dissatisdents
faction
faction faction
faction
General
105
583
129
13
satisfaction 830
(12.7) (70.2) (15.5)
(1.6)
level
Facilities
104
462
183
64
13
826
and A/S
(12.6) (55.9) (22.2)
(7.7)
(1.6)
General
97
500
197
28
2
manage824
(11.8) (60.7) (23.9)
(3.4)
(0.2)
ment

4.2 Arrangement plan
4.2.1 Traffic lines and landscape plan
In relation to closing of west entrance in night for
security purpose, 97% of respondents agreed in
maintenance of current system and closing at
weekends, and only 3% wanted whole opening. This
result means that asking from residents for safe
housing environment is prior to convenience and this
is considered to be treated important in planning other
downtown housing spaces.
Table 9. Opinions on west entrance closing
Maintenance of Closing in nights and at Whole
Items
current system
weekends
opening
# persons
473
326
21
Shares
58
39
3
(%)

22.7% of site was arranged for planting such as
planning of deck and sky garden, and answer of
satisfaction was 72% and answers of dissatisfaction
was 4%. The higher the density of downtown housing,
the higher the asking from residents for natural
planting is elevated, thus, possible largest planting site
should be provided in planning
Table 10. Satisfaction levels on planting: persons (%)
Highly Almost
Highly
ResponDissatissatis- satis- Common
dissatisItem
dents
faction
faction faction
faction
Satisfaction
levels

833

177
423
(21.2) (50.8)

196
(23.5)

35
(4.3)

2
(0.2)

4.2.2 Community facilities
63.5% of respondents expressed general satisfaction
on community facilities; assessment of facilities was
found to be positive. The reason for this result is
because entrance into and exit from community
facilities of visitors is strictly limited, thus, there is
low possibility of disclosure of social position or
happening of safety problem because fellowship or
leisure activities are made among residents only.
However, satisfaction levels on the facilities such as
reading room was lower than mean level, and this
result was caused by insufficient number of seats in
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the reading room in comparison to the number of
students in the housing complex. In case of frequently
used athlete facilities such as health room, swimming
pool, sauna room, and golf range, low satisfaction
level was considered to be caused by accumulated
inconveniency due to increased users. Also, it should
be reflected in calculation of facilities that users of
athlete facilities are being gradually increased with
execution of five-day workweek system. Relatively
high frequency of use of and satisfaction level on club
house reflects the asking for fellowship activity
among residents and the frequency of use should also
be considered in planning. In the respect that shares of
50’s and 60’s exceed population distribution and that
society becomes older gradually, community facilities
for the aged should be expanded. In addition to
reading room and A/v room, a plan on facilities for the
youths is also needed
Table 11. Satisfaction levels on Community facilities: persons (%)
Highly Almost
Highly
ResponDissatisItem
satis- satis- Common
dissatisdents
faction
faction faction
faction
Sauna/
77
325
178
72
33
Swimming 685
pool
(11.2) (47.4) (26.0) (10.4)
(4.8)
Dry Health

581

63
276
(10.8) (47.5)

160
(27.5)

54
(9.3)

28
(4.7)

Indoor
Golf range

504

60
253
(11.9) (50.2)

154
(30.5)

29
(5.8)

8
(1.6)

Club house

369

67
196
(18.2) (53.1)

90
(24.3)

11
(3.0)

5
(1.4)

Karaoke
room

276

34
143
(12.3) (51.8)

79
(28.6)

16
(5.9)

4
(1.4)

Laundry

207

31
105
(15.0) (50.7)

57
(27.5)

13
(6.3)

1
(0.5)

Reading
room

188

25
82
(13.3) (43.6)

50
(26.6)

21
(11.2)

10
(5.3)

A/V room

167

45
80
(26.9) (47.9)

39
(23.4)

2
(1.2)

1
(0.6)

Banquet

167

37
79
(22.2) (47.3)

45
(26.9)

6
(3.6)

-

Guest room

156

31
83
(19.9) (53.2)

35
(22.4)

5
(3.2)

2
(1.3)

Game room

154

22
80
(14.3) (51.9)

47
(30.6)

4
(2.6)

1
(0.6)

Nursery

133

18
66
(13.5) (49.6)

38
(28.6)

6
(4.5)

5
(3.8)

Total(%)

100

27.1

6.7

2.7

14.2

49.3

4.2.3 Parking Plan
2.57 vehicles were calculated per house in
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planning, however, it was found that 1.86 vehicle was
possessed by a house in average. In the respect that
satisfaction level was high and that possession of
vehicles is in increasing trend, at least 2.5 vehicles
should be considered for a house in planning
super-multistory housings to assure 80% of parking
share.
Table 12. Parking share by building
Items
Bldg. A Bldg. B Bldg. C Bldg. D Total
# actual vehicles/
76.6
74.3
76.9
83.2
77.1
planned vehicles (%)

The reason for high satisfaction level on parking
management is considered because parking entrances
were arranged by building and because sufficient
number of parking vehicles was calculated
Table 13. Satisfaction levels on parking management: persons (%)
Highly Almost
Highly
ResponDissatissatis- satis- Common
dissatisItem
dents
faction
faction faction
faction
Parking
135
409
178
79
33
manage834
(16.2) (49.0) (21.3)
(9.5)
(4.0)
ment

4.3 Operation/management
4.3.1 Security
Satisfaction level on security work (84%) was
higher than satisfaction level on security system
(66%). It is thought that confidence on monitoring by
man is higher than the confidence on system. A plan is
needed to provide with psychologically secure in
residents with working of security personnel(s) based
on security system.
4.3.2 Maintenance
51% of residents were satisfied on 2,878won/ m2
of monthly average maintenance cost and the reason is
considered to be as low as 70% of average
maintenance cost of other super-multistory housings
(4,242 won). That is, planned energy saving system
was thought to be efficiently executed. Also,
satisfaction level on clean rooms on each floor was
high (96%) and this was thought to be caused by the
convenience with minimized traffic lines of residents
in super-multistory housings. In terms of assessment
of noise, about 50% or residents expressed satisfaction
but response of dissatisfaction was relatively high
(24%). In consideration that noise may affect privacy,
strengthened soundproof standard should be applied.

5. Conclusion
5.1 Result
Tower Palace established the possibility of
super-multistory housing in urban space that is
horizontally saturated. However, as the history of
super-multistory housings is short, assessment on
living environment is also insufficient. Therefore, in

this study, post occupancy evaluation of arrangement
plan, operation, and management of Tower Palace and
intention of plan were compared and analyzed, and
following result was deducted.
Firstly, each entrance/exit traffic line should be
separated to protect safe housing environment in
downtown; traffic lines for those other than residents
should be inspected by step; and control by security
personnel(s) should be made so as to improve
psychological secure to security in residents.
Secondly, appropriate scale calculation is needed
with multiplication of community facilities to be
jointly used by various age groups and with
recognition of expected frequency of use by residents
in consideration of increasing asking for fellowship
activities from residents.
Thirdly, in consideration of housings in downtown,
number of parking vehicles should be planned for a
house, and at least 2.5 parking vehicles should be
provided in case of housings consisted of 180 m2 or
larger planes.
Fourthly, for a fresh housing environment,
maximum planting area should be provided and
privacy should be expanded with settlement of
elevated soundproof standard. In
addition,
high-efficiency energy system should be planned to
save maintenance cost.
Fifthly, 3LDK~4 LDK type planes should basically
be planned to meet 4~5 persons of average family size
and variety of planes should be provided by planning
variable planes that may be changed by family size.
5.2 Limitation of study and subjects of future
study
As questionnaire survey was carried out 6~7
months after moving in, post occupancy evaluation is

leaned upon maintenance side of facilities. Because
general contents of plan are not included, utilization of
this result as the information needed for the process of
planning by step is limited. However, because
contents on maintenance of facilities should also
necessarily be considered in planning and because the
history of super-multistory housings is short,
usefulness as basic data in the buildings to be planned
in future may be considered to be provided. While,
post occupancy evaluation is needed to the residents
lived for 4~5 years to deduct a more systemized
information. In addition, post occupancy evaluation,
as a designer, should be made to the concept of plan
and the intention of plan. Also, studies to identify the
elements that may be reflected in planning should be
carried out with use of overseas examples with
sufficient time of residence.
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